Tourist Tax
The price of your stay includes a tourist tax collected by the proprietor on behalf of the Communauté de Communes du Bassin de
Gannat. The revenue generated by the tax goes to tourism promotion of our territory and so improve the quality of tourist facilities
and make your stay more pleasant. The tax is based on the type of accommodation and comfort level. We hope that you enjoy your
stay in Communauté de Communes du Bassin de Gannat!

Types of accommodation

Ranking

Tourist Tax

Luxury Hotel

-

0.65 €

Bed and Breakfast

-

0.40 €

- Hotel
- Hotel Rental
- Tourism Apartment

- Campsite
- Caravaning Site
- Outdoor Hotel 1

- Holidays Home
1

The tourist tax is applicable on the grouping of municipalities since 2009. It
is collected by landlords from 1st January to 31th December from every
person matching these 3 criteria : spending at least one night on the area,
not being a resident in the area, and pay hosting fees.
The tourist tax is governed by the terms of articles L. 2333-26 to L. 233346-1 and R.2333-43 à R.2333-69 of the General Local Authorities Code and
the Tourism Code

4 stars and more

0.65 €

3 stars

0.50 €

2 stars

0.30 €

Without ranking,
1 star

0.20 €




Without ranking,
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 stars

0.20 €




4 and 5 stars

0.30 €

Without ranking,
1, 2 and 3 stars

0.20 €

CONDITIONS OF EXEMPTION

(Applicable on presentation of supporting proof)

Children under the age of 18 ;
Holders of a seasonal workcontact employed by the municipality or
the grouping of municipalities ;
Persons receiving emergency or temporary shelter ;
Persons occupying a room whose rent is less than an amount fixed
by the grouping of municipalities.

Business trips are no longer exempt from tourist tax
(circular °NOR/LBL/B/03/10070/C du 3 october 2003)

including camper vans areas and tourist parkings
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